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**First Prize Winner**

**The Vine**

I dreamt the other night
a vine grew in my yard.
At first it was small, weak,
and I though a hard rain
would beat upon it
stamping out its life.
The vine became twisted, gnarled -
attaching to the foundation,
then reaching the red bricks.
Each day it seemed the vine crept higher -
Until I could not stand the vine
any more - and fetched my shears.
I went for the middle
so that I might first
pull the top half down.
Yanking a midsection of it
I clipped it in glee.
But as I went to grasp
the severed part of the vine
I felt the oozing wound
and stared.
In dismay I saw
it was no vine I'd cut,
but a small child's arm.
The bottom part of the vine
were legs and feet -
no clear fluid on my shears,
rather they were stained
in a bright-colored red.
I heard a cry and a scream.
I dropped the shears
wanting to run, to flee.
What had I done?
It was only a vine -
a creeping vine -
I was so sure -
Had I only opened my eyes.

--Caesandra Dings
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